Travel-friendly coffee products
have flooded the market of late…
the Travel Press from Espro
might beat them all.

The best press pot
I’ve ever used.

ESPRO is, in a word,
ridiculous. A double microfilter gets one of the finest
results we’ve sampled.

Tough enough to
take camping but sleek
enough for fine dining.
This may be the last
press you ever buy.

Thoughtfully designed in Vancouver.
Responsibly made in Germany & China.
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Outstandingly clean
without sacrificing the
beverage’s signature
strength and big flavor.

FRIENDS FOR LIFE,
GUARANTEED.
We design products that make better coffee, tea, and
espresso, and are built to last. We guarantee it.
If customers are not satisfied with an ESPRO® product
when they receive it, or if one of our products does
not perform over time, they may return it to us for
a repair, replacement, or refund. Damage due to
improper use, lack of cleaning, or wear and tear
will be repaired at a reasonable charge.

IT’S A GREAT TIME TO BE A
COFFEE & TEA LOVER.
We’re in the midst of a renaissance.
Blends are giving way to single varietals. Freshness is being carefully managed.
The stories of the farmer and responsible agriculture are becoming known.
Quality is being rewarded and consumers are becoming connoisseurs.
At ESPRO, we’re proud to be a vital part of that movement.
We craft tools that help people make better coffee, tea, and espresso.
We are obsessed with combining time-tested brewing techniques with technology
and innovation to bring the form and function of our products to the highest ideal.
We are dedicated to flavor and process and craft and creativity.
Everything we do supports coffee and tea lovers to make their best cup –
simply, every day, all over the world.
That’s what we mean when we say,
ESPRO MAKE IT BETTER

THE INSIDE OF EACH ESPRO PRESS
IS INTENTIONALLY CRAFTED TO
CREATE BETTER COFFEE AND TEA:

The design stops extraction on a dime.
The buffer between the two filters and the
fine filter mesh safely contain over-extracted
coffee, so every sip tastes perfect.

MAKE IT
BETTER

The ESPRO Press is designed to take the customer’s own
carefully crafted preferences – the bean and roast, the leaf –
and marry them with a perfected environment for brewing.

For French-press coffee lovers, the ESPRO Press accomplishes
what was previously impossible: deep and rich flavor, with all the
aromatic oils, yet without any grit in their cup.

Two innovations are at the heart of the process. First, ESPRO’s
patented double micro-filter gives people the distinct, rich
flavor they’d expect, without all the mess associated with
a traditional press. And second, the design of the press and
filters prevents over-extracted coffee or tea from entering the
beverage once the plunger is pushed down.

Pour-over coffee lovers get ultra-clean, oil-free coffee simply
by adding our optional paper filters.
And tea lovers get perfect extraction that stops precisely, and
that can easily be re-steeped multiple times without a mess.

ESPRO’s patented double micro-filter creates the
distinct, rich flavor of a press without any grit.

ESPRO’S patent-pending double tea
micro-filter sweeps leaves into an
isolated chamber to stop the brew.

Optional paper filters help re-create
the flavors of pour-over coffee.

Heat is meticulously retained, so flavor is
precisely delivered and the brew stays hot.

Grinds and tea leaves are fully immersed during
brewing, so extraction is perfectly even.

ESPRO
PRESS

P7
The P7 is the king of all French presses, and the culmination of
our efforts to design and engineer the ultimate way to make
coffee and tea.
Unlike traditional glass presses, the P7 is built like a tank. The
vacuum-insulated, double-walled stainless steel won’t break,
keeps beverages toasty for hours, and looks beautiful.

ACCESSORIES: Coffee filter | Tea filter | Paper filters

And under the hood you’ll find ESPRO’s patented double
micro-filter, for the cleanest cup you can get.
It’s so much more advanced than any other press on the
market that many customers tell us it’s the last coffee maker
they’ll ever buy. At least they saved the best for last.

FINISHES: Polished Stainless | Brushed Stainless

SIZES: 18oz | 32oz

ESPRO
PRESS

P5
Brewing is a sight to behold. That’s why we created the P5, so
people can see the magic of the ESPRO Press at work.
The P5 takes the classic sophistication of a traditional glass
French press and perfects it through design and technology.
Simply put, the P5 is safer, is more durable, and keeps
beverages warmer than other glass presses on the market.

ACCESSORIES: Coffee filter | Tea filter | Paper filters

We invented a patent-pending Safety Lock™ to completely
secure the glass inside the steel cage, and finally eliminate
the industry’s issue of glass slipping out while pouring. We
designed the German-made Schott Duran® glass to be 40%
thicker than a traditional press. And we included our patented
double micro-filter for a clean, delicious cup with none of the
typical grit and mess.

FINISHES: Polished Stainless | Copper

SIZES: 18oz | 32oz

ESPRO
PRESS

P3
We pride ourselves on innovation throughout our product line,
even with entry-level models. The P3 achieves our goal of
delivering ESPRO Press coffee and tea at an affordable price
without ever compromising the quality of the brew itself. It’s the
perfect fit for a student or young professional looking for a less
expensive option, as well as a heightened sense of style and fun.

We created the P3 with the same double micro-filter as our P7.
We built it with the same durable Safety Lock™ glass as our P5.
And we developed it with a lightweight, sturdy cage that’s available
in any color you want, so long as it’s black.

ACCESSORIES: Coffee filter | Tea filter | Paper filters

FINISHES: Black

SIZES: 18oz | 32oz

ESPRO

TRAVEL
PRESS

There are people who will gladly hike miles with a heavy pack
to the summit of the tallest mountains. Others might think
nothing of being at sea, days from land. But of all the hardships
people endure to see the world and seek adventure, we believe
that going without a great cup should not be among them.
The ESPRO Travel Press is for people who love coffee and tea,
and want to take it with them anywhere – whether they’re

ACCESSORIES: Coffee filter | Tea filter | Paper filters

crossing the Amazon, or just trying to commute across an urban
jungle. It’s designed so they can brew their favorite cup right
inside, seal it with the travel lid, throw it in their bag, and go.
Outside, its vacuum-insulated stainless steel keeps things
warm for hours. And inside, the patented double micro-filter
creates a clean and tasty cup that can only come from ESPRO.

FINISHES: Matte Black | Stainless Steel | White

SIZE: 12oz

CO-BRAND: Available

TOOLS FOR
ESPRESSO ARTISTS.
A flawless espresso drink is an amalgam of the grind, the roast, the machine,
the barista, and the barista’s tools. It is a harmonic convergence, where no
one element outweighs another.
There are coffee lovers who think about making the ideal espresso drink
all day. They obsess over the grind. They spend hours working on their
foam. In short, they seek perfection.
For every minute people obsess over making espresso-based
beverages, we’ve spent an equal amount of time
designing tools that balance human creativity
and mechanical precision. Whether it’s a tamper
calibrated to deliver exactly the right amount of
force every time, a pitcher that easily creates a
perfect cyclone of froth and milk, or whatever we dream
up next, ESPRO’s tools are created for people who
are artists at heart.

ESPRO

CALIBRATED
TAMPER

Our company began with a search for perfection and a desire to
eliminate unknown variables from the brewing process, which led us
to develop the ESPRO Calibrated Tamper, our very first product and
patent. The Tamper replaces guesswork with precision by delivering
an exact 30 pounds of force with a reassuring click every time.

against water pressure and ensuring full saturation.

Water will always seek the path of least resistance. ESPRO’s
Calibrated Tamper ensures that all the grounds are compressed
uniformly and consistently, creating perfectly even resistance

We designed the tamper with a stainless steel base and an
anodized aluminum handle for durability, and it’s available in a
variety of sizes with both flat and convex bases.

FLAT BASE SIZES: 53mm | 57mm | 58mm | 58.35(VST)

By eliminating variations in tamping pressure, we’ve made it possible
to ensure consistent espresso from barista to barista, hour to hour,
day to day, with only the need for a simple grinder adjustment.

CONVEX BASE SIZES: 49mm | 51mm | 53mm | 57mm | 58mm

ESPRO

TOROID
PITCHER

Painters have brushes. Writers have pens. For coffee artists,
there’s the ESPRO Toroid Pitcher.
The Toroid Pitcher has a patent-pending shape that creates
perfect milk flows and amplifies available steam. It’s easy to
see the milk circulating evenly on all sides for visual feedback.
The shape and the flow encourage the techniques baristas
need to create microfoam – bubbles so small they’re practically
invisible – while the embossed fill lines ensure they’ve got the
precise amount of microfoam for each drink without any waste.

And when the artist is finally ready to craft the drink, the
precise sharp spout allows baristas to pour with greater detail
and closer to the surface than ever before.
NEW for 2017: We’re launching a new 25oz Toroid Pitcher
that’s an essential tool for both semi- and full-automatic
machines. It’s designed to give baristas a hands-free way to
fill all three common sizes (12oz, 16oz & 20oz) of automaticmachine lattes and cappuccinos, ensuring both consistency
and efficiency.

SIZES: 12oz | 20oz | 25oz (Q3)

MERCHANDISING
MATTERS

STANDING BY OUR PRODUCTS,
OUR WORD, AND YOU.

ESPRO’s products have features and benefits that set them apart from anything else on the market. It’s important for a customer
to appreciate those distinctions so they can make a purchase and love the product. To help, we’ve developed a comprehensive
suite of merchandising support for you and your team.

Everything ESPRO does – design, production, material selection, packaging, our guarantee – is part of our commitment to create
superior brewing products. When you put ESPRO products on your shelf, you can be sure that you’re selling quality and innovation
that people will love.

PACKAGING
Our new packaging system is designed to drive
conversations about why ESPRO is different and
how our products fit into the lives of coffee and
tea lovers.
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COLLATERAL
Instruction manuals and other printed
communications make it easy to understand
the basics as well as advanced features.

POINT-OF-PURCHASE DISPLAYS
Designed to complement ESPRO’s packaging, our
displays set the product apart and drive additional
consumer interest.

TRAINING & QUIZZES
Online training sessions and quizzes help your staff
absorb critical product information and teach them
how to connect the product with consumers.

VIDEOS
Our five-minute master class will quickly turn your
sales staff into experts about what sets ESPRO
apart and why consumers should care.

APRON CARDS
You’ve got the aprons, we’ve got the cards.
These quick reference guides help answer FAQs
and facilitate sales.

MAKE IT BETTER GUARANTEE
Simply put, our guarantee is the best in the industry. We stand by
our products without reservation and we mean what we say.

PARTS
Inevitably, some parts wear out with repeated use. We make it easy to
get accessories so our products serve your customers for the long haul.

DESIGNED & BUILT TO LAST
We’ve put years of thought into each ESPRO product, and we build
them thoughtfully and responsibly.
THE MATERIALS MATTER
Every element in our products is carefully considered. Stainless steel is
used because it imparts no flavor and doesn’t oxidize or degrade over
time. Food-grade paper filters are the thinnest possible biodegradable
material, so environmental impacts are minimized. Vacuum insulation
is an ultra-light method of preserving heat that never deteriorates.
BPA-, BPS-, and phthalate-free plastic meet the highest possible
standard for food-grade plastic in the industry. They neither hold nor
impart flavor, and pose no risk of leaching into food over time.

TEA FILTER

COFFEE FILTER

PAPER FILTER

SPARE GLASS

Travel | 18oz | 32oz

Travel | 18oz | 32oz

Travel | 18oz | 32oz

18oz | 32oz

SIZES:

SIZES:

SIZES:

SIZES:

It works! The result is a richly
flavored, super aromatic cup
of coffee without the usual
silt in the bottom.

LET’S GET STARTED

PRODUCT CLASS

PRODUCT
CODE

CASE
QUANTITY

DESCRIPTION

SHORT
DESCRIPTION

COLOR AND FINISH

CALIBRATED
TAMPER

3049C

6

Calibrated Tamper 49 mm CONVEX

ESPRO TAMPER 49C

Black - stainless and aluminum

3051C

6

Calibrated Tamper 51 mm CONVEX

ESPRO TAMPER 51C

Black - stainless and aluminum

CAPACITY
ML/OZ

PRODUCT CLASS

PRODUCT
CODE

CASE
QUANTITY

DESCRIPTION

SHORT
DESCRIPTION

COLOR AND FINISH

CAPACITY
ML/OZ

ESPRO PRESS

1018C2

8

P7 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Polished MD 18 oz

P7 MD COF POLSH

Polished stainless steel

530/18

3053C

6

Calibrated Tamper 53 mm CONVEX

ESPRO TAMPER 53C

Black - stainless and aluminum

P7

1032C2

8

P7 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Polished LG 32 oz

P7 LG COF POLSH

Polished stainless steel

950/32

3053F

6

Calibrated Tamper 53 mm FLAT

ESPRO TAMPER 53F

Black - stainless and aluminum

1118C2

8

P7 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Brushed MD 18 oz

P7 MD COF BRSHD

Brushed stainless steel

530/18

3054C

6

Calibrated Tamper 54 mm CONVEX

ESPRO TAMPER 54C

Black - stainless and aluminum

1132C2

8

P7 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Brushed LG 32 oz

P7 LG COF BRSHD

Brushed stainless steel

950/32

3057C

6

Calibrated Tamper 57 mm CONVEX

ESPRO TAMPER 57C

Black - stainless and aluminum

ESPRO PRESS

1218C

8

P5 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Glass and Polished SS MD 18 oz

P5 MD COF GL SS

Glass and polished stainless

530/18

3057F

6

Calibrated Tamper 57 mm FLAT

ESPRO TAMPER 57F

Black - stainless and aluminum

P5

1232C

8

P5 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Glass and Polished SS LG 32 oz

P5 LG COF GL SS

Glass and polished stainless

950/32

3058C

6

Calibrated Tamper 58 mm CONVEX

ESPRO TAMPER 58C

Black - stainless and aluminum

1218C-CU

8

P5 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Glass and Copper MD 18 oz

P5 MD COF GL CU

Glass and copper

530/18

3058F

6

Calibrated Tamper 58 mm FLAT

ESPRO TAMPER 58F

Black - stainless and aluminum

1232C-CU

8

P5 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Glass and Copper LG 32 oz

P5 LG COF GL CU

Glass and copper

950/32

3VSTF

6

Calibrated Tamper VST FLAT

ESPRO TAMPER 58.3

Black - stainless and aluminum

ESPRO PRESS

1418C-BK

8

P3 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Glass and Plastic MD 18 oz

P3 MD COF GL SS

Glass and plastic stainless

530/18

1008CF2

3

Micro-filter Set for Coffee - Fits SM Travel

SM TRVL COF FILT

BPA/BPS-free and stainless steel

250/8

P3

1432C-BK

8

P3 ESPRO Press for Coffee - Glass and Plastic LG 32 oz

P3 LG COF GL SS

Glass and plastic stainless

950/32

1008PF-100

10

100 Paper Filters for Coffee - Fits SM Travel

SM TRVL PPR FILT

FDA approved paper

250/8

TRAVEL PRESS

5012C-15BK

12

ESPRO Travel Press for COFFEE - 12 oz Meteorite Black

ESPRO TRVL COF BK

Meteorite Black

300/12

1008TF

3

Micro-filter Set for Tea - Fits SM Travel

SM TRVL TEA FILT

BPA/BPS-free and stainless steel

250/8

5012C-15WT

12

ESPRO Travel Press for COFFEE - 12 oz Bright White

ESPRO TRVL COF WT

Bright White

300/12

1018CF2

3

Micro-filter Set for Coffee - Fits MD 18 oz P7 P5 P3

MD 18OZ COF FILT

BPA/BPS-free and stainless steel

530/18

5012C-BS

12

ESPRO Travel Press for COFFEE - 12 oz Brushed Stainless

ESPRO TRVL COF SS

Brushed stainless steel

300/12

1018PF-100

10

100 Paper Filters for Coffee - Fits MD 18 oz P7 P5 P3

MD 18OZ PPR FILT

FDA approved paper

530/18

5012T-15BK

12

ESPRO Travel Press for TEA - 12 oz Meteorite Black

ESPRO TRVL TEA BK

Meteorite Black

300/12

1018TF

3

Micro-filter Set for Tea - Fits MD 18 oz P7 P5 P3

MD 18OZ TEA FILT

BPA/BPS-free and stainless steel

530/18

5012T-15WT

12

ESPRO Travel Press for TEA - 12 oz Bright White

ESPRO TRVL TEA WT

Bright White

300/12

1032CF2

3

Micro-filter Set for Coffee - Fits LG 32 oz P7 P5 P3

LG 32OZ COF FILT

BPA/BPS-free and stainless steel

950/32

5012T-BS

12

ESPRO Travel Press for TEA - 12 oz Brushed Stainless

ESPRO TRVL TEA SS

Brushed stainless steel

300/12

1032PF-100

10

100 Paper Filters for Coffee - Fits LG 32 oz P7 P5 P3

LG 32OZ PPR FILT

FDA approved paper

950/32

2012

6

Toroid 2 Graduated Steaming Pitcher - 12 oz

ESPRO TOROID 12 OZ

Polished stainless steel

355/12

1032TF

3

Micro-filter Set for Tea - Fits LG 32 oz P7 P5 P3

LG 32OZ TEA FILT

BPA/BPS-free and stainless steel

950/32

2020

6

Toroid 2 Graduated Steaming Pitcher - 20 oz

ESPRO TOROID 20 OZ

Polished stainless steel

600/20

1918

8

ESPRO Press Replacement Glass - Fits MD 18 oz P5 P3

P3 P5 MD GL

Glass and plastic safety tab

530/18

2025

6

Toroid 2 Graduated Steaming Pitcher - 25 oz

ESPRO TOROID 25 OZ

Polished stainless steel

750/25

1932

8

ESPRO Press Replacement Glass - Fits LG 32 oz P5 P3

P3 P5 LG GL

Glass and plastic safety tab

950/32

TOROID PITCHER

ACCESSORIES

